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Abstract—As computer architecture continues to expand beyond software-agnostic microarchitecture to data center organization, reconfigurable logic, heterogeneous systems, applicationspecific logic, and even radically different technologies such
as quantum computing, detailed cycle-level simulation is no
longer presupposed. Exploring designs under such complex
interacting relationships (e.g., performance, energy, thermal, cost,
voltage, frequency, cooling energy, leakage, etc.) calls for a
more integrative but higher-level approach. We propose Charm,
a domain specific language supporting Closed-form High-level
ARchitecture Modeling. Charm enables mathematical representations of mutually dependent architectural relationships to be
specified, composed, checked, evaluated and reused. The language
is interpreted through a combination of symbolic evaluation (e.g.,
restructuring) and compiler techniques (e.g., memoization and
invariant hoisting), generating executable evaluation functions
and optimized analysis procedures. Further supporting reuse,
a type system constrains architectural quantities and ensures
models operate only in a validated domain. Through two case
studies, we demonstrate that Charm allows one to define highlevel architecture models concisely, maximize reusability, capture
unreasonable assumptions and inputs, and significantly speedup
design space exploration.
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I. Introduction
Computer architecture is evolving into a field asked to cover
a tremendous space of designs. From the smallest embedded
system to the largest warehouse-scale computing infrastructure, from the most well-characterized CMOS technology node
to novel devices at the edge of our understanding, computer architects are expected to be able to speak to the non-orthogonal
concerns of energy, cost, leakage, cooling, complexity, area,
power, yield, and of course performance of a set of designs.
Even radical approaches such as DNA-based computing [1]
and quantum architectures [2], [3] are to be considered. While
there are a great deal of well considered infrastructures to build
around when detailed cycle-level simulation is required, for
engineering questions that span multiple interacting constraints
or to extreme scales the best approaches are more ad-hoc.
Careful application of detailed simulation can accurately
estimate the potential of a specific microarchitecture, but
exploration across higher level questions always involves some

analytic models. For example, “given some target cooling
budget, how much more performance can I get out of an
ASIC versus an FGPA for this application given my ASIC
will be 2 tech nodes behind the FPGA?” The explosion of
domain-targeted computing solutions means that more and
more people are being asked to answer these questions accurately and with some understanding of the confidence in
those answers. While any Ph.D. in Computer Architecture
should be able to answer this question, when you break it
down, it requires a combination of a surprisingly complex set
of assumptions. How do tech node and performance relate?
What is the relationship between energy use and performance?
ASIC and FPGA performance? Dynamic and leakage power?
Temperature and leakage? Any result computed from these
relationships will rely on the specific relationships chosen, on
those relationships being accurate in the range of evaluation,
on a sufficient number of assumptions being made to produce
an answer (either implicitly or explicitly), and finally on that
the end result be executable to the degree necessary to explore
a set of options (such as for a varying parameter e.g., total
cooling budget).
Such analysis today is not supported in any structured form.
Typically it exists as a set of equations in an Excel spreadsheet
or perhaps as a set of handwritten functions in a scripting
language. Unfortunately, this comes with some issues. As simple as sets of mathematical relationships between quantities,
the lack of a common engineering basis for these models
have kept them from being swiftly and correctly constructed,
understood and applied in guiding new system designs. Some
models share a set of common relationships but they redefine
those symbols and equations often with subtle differences that
can be misleading if one is not careful. Some have implicit
constraints on one or more architectural quantities which may
lead to pitfalls if overlooked. Finally, one has to manually
convert these mathematical equations to executable functions
in order to evaluate the model and perform the design space
exploration, which can be error-prone and inefficient.
To address these issues we design and explore a declarative
domain specific language, Charm, to serve as a unified basis
for the representation, execution, and optimization of closed-

form high-level architecture models. Charm provides a concise
and natural abstraction to express architectural relationships
and declare analysis goals. By combining symbolic manipulation, constraint solving, and compiler techniques, Charm
bridges the gap between mathematical equations and executable, optimized evaluation functions and analysis procedures. The benefit of building and evaluating closed-form highlevel architecture models using Charm is threefold:
Abstraction – Charm encapsulates a set of mutually dependent relationships and supports flexible function generation.
It enables representation of architecture models in a mathematically consistent way. Depending on which metric the
model is trying to evaluate, Charm can generate corresponding
functions without requiring the user to re-write the equations.
It also modulates high-level architecture models by packing
commonly used equations, constraints and assumptions in
modules. These architectural “rules of thumb” can then be easily composed, reused and extended in a variety of modelling
scenarios.
Type Checking – Charm enables new static and run-time
checking capabilities on high-level architecture models by
enforcing a type system in such models. One example is
that many architecturally meaningful variables have inherent
physical bounds that they must satisfy; otherwise, although
mathematically viable, the solution is not reasonable from
an architectural point of view. With the type system builtin, Charm can dynamically check if all variables are within
defined bounds to ensure a meaningful modelling result. The
type system also helps prune the design space based on
constraints, without which a declarative analysis might end up
wasting a huge amount of computing effort in less meaningful
sub-spaces.
Optimization – Charm opens up new opportunities for
compiler-level optimization when evaluating architecture models. Although high-level architecture models are usually several orders of magnitude faster than detailed simulations, as the
model gets complicated or is applied many times to estimate
a distribution, it can still take a non-trivial amount of time
to naively evaluate the set of equations every iteration. By
expressing these complicated models in Charm, we are able
to identify common intermediate results to hoist outside of
the main design option iteration and/or apply memoization on
functions.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly to the community, it
promotes collaboration between application designers, computer architects, and hardware engineers because they can
share and refine models using the same formal specification
and a common set of abstractions.
We release Charm as an open-source tool on github1
and we provide a wide collection of established architecture
models for quick use/reference, including: the dark silicon
model [4], a resource overhead model for implementing magic
state distillation on surface code [5]–[7], mechanistic cpu
1 https://github.com/UCSBarchlab/Charm.git

models [8], [9], a TCAM power model [10], the LogCA
model for accelerators [11], the adder/multiplier models from
PyRTL [12], a widely-used CNN model [13], dynamic power
and area models for NoC [14], specifications of Xilinx 7-series
FPGA [15] and the extended Hill-Marty model [16].
To describe Charm we begin in Section II with a motivating
example high-level model to show the problems with ad-hoc
modelling in practice. Then we introduce the design of Charm
in Section III followed by two case studies demonstrating
the application and benefits of building closed-form highlevel architectural models with Charm in Section IV. Finally
we discuss the related works in Section V and conclude in
Section VI.
II. Charm by Example
To understand Charm it is useful to have a running example.
In this section, we present an implementation of the model and
analysis from a well-cited study of dark silicon scaling [4].
After a brief review of the models, we show the complete
code in Charm performing the same analysis of symmetric
topology with ITRS technology scaling predictions. As we
extend this model to cover more analysis provided in [4], it
leads to a discussion of the potential issues with less structured
approaches and highlights some of the features of the language
that help architects avoid these pitfalls.
A. A Brief Review of the Dark Silicon Model
To forecast the degree to which dark silicon will become
prevelent on CMPs under process scaling, Esmaeilzadeh et
al. first construct three models: a device model (DevM), a
core model (CorM) and a CMP model (CmpM). DevM is
the technology scaling model relating tech node to frequency
scaling factor and power scaling factor. It is a composite
model combining a scaling prediction with a simple dynamic
2
power model (P = αCVdd
f ). CorM is the model relating
core performance, core power, and core area. It is empirically
deduced by fitting real processor data points. CmpM has two
flavors which are essentially very different models: CmpMU
and CmpMR . CmpMU is an extension of the Hill-Marty CMP
model [17] and CmpMR is a mechanistic model [18].
A composition of the three models is then used to drive
the design space exploration. The authors combine DevM and
CorM to look at CorM for different tech node and combine
DevM, CorM, and CmpM to iterate over a collections of
topologies, scaling predictions and core configurations. They
then plot the scaling curves for the dynamic topology/CmpMR
with both ITRS and a conservative scaling [19].
B. A Complete Charm Code Example
Listing 1 gives the complete code in Charm DSL to run
the design space exploration with ITRS predictions on the
symmetric topology (we later extend the analysis to other
topologies and predictions in Section IV-A). At a high level,
we can see that the code is split into three major components:
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# Type definitions .
# A real number greater than 0.
typedef R+ : Real r
r > 0
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Upper-bound ITRS scaling with symmetric topology.
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type definition (Line 3-82 ), model specification (Line 11-56) 13
14
and analysis declaration (Line 59-66).
15
Specifically, we first define commonly used domains as 16
Charm types on the architectural quantities we care about 17
18
(Line 3-8). For example, the parallelism parameter in the 19
model has a physical meaning of the proportion of the algo- 20
rithm that can be parallelized and it naturally falls between 21
22
[0, 1]. We thus define a type Fraction to encapsulate this 23
domain constraint. While this is a simple example, more 24
25
complex constraints are possible.
26
We then formally specify the three models (DevM, CorM, 27
CmpM) to evaluate (Line 11-56). Taking the ExtendedPollack- 28
sRule model (Line 34-41) as an example, it declares upfront 29
30
all the architectural quantities that are involved in the model 31
(e.g., ref core area which is the core size at the reference 32
technology node), their types (e.g., ref core area is a real 33
34
number on the positive domain) and the relationships be- 35
2
tween the architectural quantities, e.g., area = 0.0152per f + 36
0.0265per f + 7.4393 (the constants come directly from the 37
38
original dark silicon paper [4]).
39
Once the models are defined, it is straightforward to declare 40
the analysis in Charm (Line 59-66). One simply selects the 41
42
given models in the study, supplies the inputs and specifies the 43
target metrics to explore. For example, in this case, we select 44
ITRS, ExtendedPollacksRule and SymmetricAmdahl models 45
46
(Line 59), provide values such as the area (Line 60) and power 47
(Line 61) constraints, and finally tell Charm what quantities 48
we care to explore, in this case speedup, dark silicon ratio 49
50
and core num (Line 66).
51
52

C. Unstructured High-level Architecture Modeling Pitfalls

53
54

Building and executing an architectural model with an 55
unstructured approach (e.g., in a spreadsheet or some general 56
purpose scripting language) is clearly possible3 , but the lack 57
58
of a common abstraction introduces some issues as one tries 59
to scale the analysis. Each additional interacting component is 60
61
a set of new opportunities to make an uncaught mistake.
62
The degree to which these mistakes end up in the final 63
model (and the amount of effort required to make sure it 64
65
is mistake-free) is a function of the degree of composability, 66
reusability, consistency and completeness checking supported
2 Line

numbers in Section II all refer to Listing 1 unless otherwise specified.
all the potential issues, unstructured methods in architectural modeling may not be as correct as one tends to believe [20], [21].
3 With

# A real number between [0, 1].
typedef Fraction : Real f
0 < = f, f < = 1
# Simple Fit of the ITRS Scaling (DevM).
define ITRS:
ref_tech_node : R+ as ref_t
ref_core_performance : R+ as ref_perf
ref_core_power : R+ as ref_power
ref_core_area : R+ as ref_area
tech_node : R+ as t
core_performance : R+ as perf
core_power : R+ as power
core_area : R+ as area
perf_scaling_factor : R+ as a
power_scaling_factor : R+ as b
ref_t = 45
perf = a * ref_perf
power = b * ref_power
area / t**2 = ref_area / ref_t **2
a = piecewise ((1. , t=45) ,
(1.09 , t=32) ,
(2.38 , t=22) , (3.21 , t=16) ,
(4.17 , t=11) , (3.85 , t=8))
b = piecewise ((1. , t=45) ,
(0.66 , t=32) ,
(0.54 , t=22) , (0.38 , t=16) ,
(0.25 , t=11) , (0.12 , t=8))
# Pollock ’s Rule Extended with Power (CorM).
define ExtendedPollacksRule :
ref_core_performance : R+ as perf
ref_core_area : R+ as area
ref_core_power : R+ as power
area = 0.0152* perf **2 + 0.0265* perf + 7.4393
power = 0.0002* perf **3 + 0.0009* perf **2
+ 0.3859* perf - 0.0301
perf < 50
# Amdahl ’s Law under Symmetric Multicore ( CmpM_U ).
define SymmetricAmdahl :
speedup : R+ as sp
core_performance : R+ as perf
core_area : R+ as a
core_power : R+ as power
core_num : R+ as N
chip_area : R+ as A
thermal_design_power : R+ as TDP
fraction_parallelism : Fraction as F
dark_silicon_ratio : Fraction as R
sp = 1 / ((1 - F) / perf + F / (perf * N))
N = min( floor (A / a), floor (TDP / power ))
R * A = A - N * a
# Assumptions are now explicit and composable .
given ITRS , ExtendedPollacksRule , SymmetricAmdahl
assume chip_area = 111.0
assume thermal_design_power = 125.0
assume fraction_parallelism = [0.999 , 0.99 , 0.97 ,
0.95 , 0.9 , 0.8 , 0.5]
assume tech_node = [45 , 32, 22, 16, 11, 8]
assume ref_core_performance = linspace (0, 50, 0.05)
explore speedup , dark_silicon_ratio , core_num
Listing 1.

Dark silicon analysis on symmetric topology with ITRS scaling.

by the tool. It is easiest to see this if we talk specifically again
about the code of our example dark silicon analysis.
We first note that, although clearly defined conceptually,
the three models needed are each of a different form: DevM
is essentially a table of different scaling factors, CorM is an
empirical set of points and a regression curve and CmpM is
in the form of mathematical equations relating a set of highlevel architectural quantities. Furthermore, even if they were
of the same form, they are not “functions” but rather a set of
mathematical relationships. The distinction is quite important.
With traditional lvalue / rvalue style assignments (common to
both functions and spreadsheets) you end up with four issues:
Composition: It is hard to link the models’ I/O together
or even check if the models can be connected properly
at all. Architectural models usually are connected to each
other through some common system parameters or physical
quantities. In this example, to do the dark silicon analysis,
one needs to take scaling factors from tables in DevM, pass
them as inputs to CorM, apply the values and re-fits the curve
for different tech node, after which one then has to sample
from the two Pareto curves in CorM and supply the samples
to CmpMU for final evaluation. This chain of data movement
and dependency is not explicitly exposed by the models, and
it takes some effort to understand how these models link
together. This issue of mismatched form is even more acute
when one wishes to switch out the CmpM core model with
the CmpMR core model because CmpMR takes a completely
different set of inputs. With unstructured methods, one has to
explicitly program these connections typically by function call
chains. With Charm, one simply specifies all variables upfront
within each model, and as long as the full variable names
are consistent, Charm “wires up” the models through these
channelling I/O variables. Perhaps most importantly, Charm
throws an error when the models cannot be properly linked.
For example, if one forgets to provide values for technology
node (Line 64), Charm will complain that too many variables
are free, or if the scaling model is about transistor rather
than processor core, as long as the variables are properly
named (e.g., one does not name transistor performance as core
performance), Charm will capture this mismatch and warn that
the models cannot be connected.
Restructuring and Reorientation: The models cannot be
evaluated in a flexible way. Even though the model is a
relationship between quantities, in spreadsheets or scripting
languages one has to implement the evaluation as functions
with fixed arguments. In this example, one typically codes
up to evaluate the speedup from given value of core performance. If the control quantity is changed to another, say core
area, one has to fix the code. An even worse, and probably
more interesting, case is when the control becomes the one
under investigation, i.e., the input/output of the functions are
reversed. In our example here, it happens when one wishes to
explore the core count constraint given a target dark silicon
ratio. There is no easy way for ad hoc methods to deal with
this kind of flexibility but to completely reprogram. While in

Charm, models are interpreted as a set of mutually dependent
relationships without a fixed direction, and Charm runtime will
generate the needed functions based on the provided controls
and the quantities to explore.
Reasoning under Uncertainty: Architectural models usually
involve some uncertainties [16], such as how technology may
scale over the next 10-15 years. It is natural for computer
architects to first evaluate the model with some concrete values
(e.g., the scaling factors in Line 26, 29) and then model
the uncertain quantity as some distribution, e.g., Gaussian
distribution, as in our case studies in Section IV. It requires
non-trivial programming effort with spreadsheets and scripting
languages to support uncertain random variables. Charm supports different forms of input values such as scalars, vectors
as well as distributions to ease architectural exploration.
Exploration: The analysis procedure is often coupled with the
model definition. A common practice for computer architects
is to explore the design space by iterating over a set of design
options or different values for some system configuration
knobs. With the high-level models, architects usually write
imperative instructions to iterate over specific variables, and
when the iterative variable changes to another, it quickly
becomes tedious and error-prone to break and reconstruct the
many-fold nested for loops. Charm decouples the model specification (Line 11-56) from the analysis procedure declaration
(Line 59-66). Such iterations over input values are declarative
and transparent (as opposed to writing for loops imperatively)
by simply providing a list of values as inputs (Line 62, 64 and
65) in Charm.
Secondly, computer architectural quantities often have certain physical meanings. For example, core performance typically cannot be negative. A potential issue with unstructured
methods is that these boundaries are usually only programmed
ad hoc in spreadsheets or scripting languages. A negative core
performance may be totally mathematically valid and will
lead to meaningless misleading result if not captured in the
unstructured implementation. This issue is even more likely
to occur in the following two cases.
Implicit Domain Constraints: Architectural models typically
have their range of operation. Aside from the physical constraints, implicit domain constraints also come from how the
model is built at first place. In the dark silicon example, the
normalized performance of the real data points that the authors
used to generate the CorM is in the range of (0, 50). Even
though one can argue that a core with normalized performance
of 100 generally follows that regression but the result derived
from that is much less accurate and trusted. This type of
constraints are at most times only implicitly conveyed through
the model building process, where it leads to a potential
pitfall when the model is reused, especially when one only
tries to interpret and re-implement the model from natural
language descriptions (like in a published paper). While Charm
encourages model builders to put in these implicit constraints
explicitly as constraints built in the model specifications, e.g.,
Line 41. Charm will automatically check to see if these

var, rn, tn ∈ Name

rel ∈ Relation

val ∈ Value
→
− −−−→ −
−→
p ∈ Program := td rde f →
a explore −
var
−→
td ∈ T ypeDe f inition := typedef tn rel
−−−−→
rde f ∈ RuleDe f inition := define rn rdecl
rdecl ∈ RuleDeclaration := var tn | rel
−−−→
−
a ∈ AnalyzeS tatement := given →
rn | assume asmt
asmt ∈ Assignment := var = val
Fig. 2.
Abstract syntax of charm. A program is a sequence of type
definitions, rule definitions, analysis statements, and a list of variables to
explore. Relations are atomic with respect to the semantics; they use the
syntax and semantics of the backend solver. They use the standard arithmetic
and comparison operators, and allow lists, tuples, and real numbers as possible
values.

constraints are violated during evaluation.
Unbounded Distributions: Many architectural quantities follow normal distribution such as core frequency due to process
variability [22]–[24]. When using these types of unbounded
distributions, it sometimes violates the physical constraints
of the quantity (frequency must be positive). In unstructured
modeling, this check is completely ad hoc and, if overlooked,
will lead to meaningless results. With Charm, this issue is
automatically handled by the type checker, as long as one
specifies a correct type for the quantity, e.g., frequency : R+.
Last but not least, the design space to cover is typically huge
with high-level models. In the dark silicon model, the authors
explore a hundred core configurations for each combination of
a scaling trend in DevM and a CMP model from CmpMU or a
workload with CmpMR . The models are often to be evaluated
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of times which will
take a non-trivial amount of time. It only becomes worse when
one tries to evaluate models with uncertainties [16]. Without
a structured system, a quick spreadsheet or naive prototyping
will end up with unacceptable performance when the problem
is scaled up and the burden of optimization falls upon the
model builders and others who wish to use existing models
through re-implementation. As we show in Section IV, with
the invariant hoisting and memoization techniques, Charm
greatly speeds up the exploration without additional effort from
the model builders.
III. Charm Design
Charm provides a simple domain specific modeling language to express both closed-form models and the design
space exploration dimensions. The DSL has an easy-to-use
Python-like syntax. In terms of mathematical expressiveness,
Charm supports all common closed-form algebra that computer architects often resort to, including linear algebra like
polynomials and simple non-linear algebra like exponentiation.
Basic non-closed-form functions like summation and product
are also supported. To enhance the design space exploration to

uncertain domains, Charm also supports distributional values
to be set and propagated through the models transparently.
Once written in Charm DSL, the interpreter is able to transform the mathematical relationships and constraints into a
series of data-flow graphs for fast evaluation. A type system is
applied to make sure all architecturally meaningful quantities
operate in the correct domain. Charm also optimizes the design
space exploration procedure using compiler techniques to
eliminate redundant computation. Figure 4 graphically shows
the interpretation process.
In this section, we first describe the abstractions Charm
provides and formalize the syntax and semantics of Charm
DSL. We then articulate the internal design of the interpreter
and how type checking, definability checking, evaluation and
optimization are done in Charm.
A. Language Abstractions
Charm provides a common layer with three key abstractions
to address all the potential issues in Section II-C. In Charm
DSL, five keywords are reserved to express three abstractions:
types, models and analysis.
Keyword typedef translates into the first abstraction: type.
The type system is designed to be simple but useful: each type
is essentially a base type with constraints, e.g., R+ is defined
as a positive number of base type real in Listing 1 Line 3-4.
There are only two base types, Real and Integer standing for
real numbers and integer numbers respectively. Internally, real
numbers are represented by float and integers by int.
The second key abstraction is model. Keyword define constructs a model. A model specification in Charm encapsulates
the following three pieces in a high-level architecture model.
A set of variables. Each variable has a universally consistent
full name. Each variable also has a local short name (optional),
as well as explicitly declared types. The short names only live
within the definition and the full names are exported to other
models and the analysis.
A set of equations. Equations define mathematical relationships between variables using either their full or short names
(e.g., Listing 1 Line 54-56). Both linear and nonlinear systems
are present in the common architectural models we care about.
The general problem of trying to determine the definability
of and solving such systems is theoretically hard and beyond
the scope of this work. Given the limitations of the solving
capabilities of the back-end solvers, some very complicated
non-linear equations cannot be symbolically solved (e.g.,
x
solve for x in y = (a1/x )2 ). Fortunately, we find that most
models computer architects care about (even complicated as
quantum computing in Section IV-B) are well within the
limit. Equations can also bind variables to constant quantities
as assumptions defined within the model specification (e.g.,
kBoltzmann = 8.6173303 × 105 ).
A set of constraints. Inequalities define additional constraints
on variables or expressions (e.g., Listing 1 Line 41). The
difference between equations and constraints in Charm is that
equations can be value generative if all but one variable are

C, D, E, Ω ∈ RelationS et Γ ∈ T ypeEnvironment = Name → RelationS et
Θ ∈ RuleEnvironment = Name → RelationS et µ ∈ VariableMap = Name → Value

−→
C = c | c ∈ rel
typedef
−→
typedef tn rel ⇓T (tn, C)

( , rel) ⇓ {rel}

rd-rel

S
(Γ, rdecli ) ⇓ Ci C = Ci
−−−−→
i ∈ 1..|rdecl|
ruledef

−−−−→
Γ, define rn rdecl ⇓R (rn, C)

S
−
Ci = Θ (rni ) C = Ci i ∈ 0..|→
rn|
given


→
−
Θ, given rn ⇓A C



Γ (tn) = C
rd-var
(Γ, var tn) ⇓ C [var/tn]

n
−−−→
−−−→o assume
, assume asmt ⇓A e | e ∈ asmt

W
W
Ext(x) = ∅ Ext(y) = ∅ Ext(x) = Ext(y), ∀x, y ∈ vars(rel)
n
o
S


ω = α(a) | a ∈ Ext(bi ), ∀bi ∈ vars(rel) α(a) = rel x.a/x, ∀x ∈ vars(rel)
rel ⇓ M ω

multi-instance



Θ(rn j ) = D j where Γ, rde f j ⇓R (rn j , D j )
S
V
rel ∈ Ω}
isConsistent (Ω0 )
Ω0 = {ω | rel ⇓ M ω
 −−→
→
−
−
−
−→
−a |
µ = SOLVE Ω0 , var
i ∈ 1..|td|
j ∈ 1..|rde f |
k ∈ 1..|→
program
→
− −−−→ →
−→ ⇓ µ
td rde f −a explore −
var
P

Γ(tni ) = Ci where tdi ⇓T (tni , Ci )
Ω =

S

Ek where (Θ, ak ) ⇓A Ek

−→
isFullyDetermined Ω0 , −
var

Fig. 3. Operational semantics of Charm. Relations are here taken as atoms; they use the semantics of the backend solver engine. An overhead arrow indicates
a sequence of one or more elements. C[x/y] indicates to substitute all instances of y in C with x. vars returns the names of all variables used in the relation
set, while Ext returns all extensions of a variable (portion of the name appearing after a dot when multi-instanced). isConsistent ensures the relation set
−→ SOLVE is an instance of the backend solver; it returns a
is consistent. isFullyDetermined ensures the relation set is fully determined with respect to −
var.
mapping of all specified variables to values (real numbers, lists, and tuples). typedef takes a type definition and returns a tuple with type name and relation
set. ruledef takes a rule definition and the type environment and returns a tuple with rule name and relation set. rd-var takes a type rule declaration and the
type environment and returns a relation set, where relations on the indicated type now apply to the indicated variable. rd-rel takes a relation rule declaration
and returns the same relation in a set. given takes a given analyze statement and the rule definitions and returns the relation set of the indicated rule. assume
takes an assume analyze statement and returns a relation set of all the declared equalities. multi-instance takes a relation and returns a set of relations, where
the original relation is duplicated once for each extension possessed by its variables, with the names of the variables replaced by their extended version (as
discussed in section III-B). program takes a program and returns a map for the list of exploration variables, mapping each to real numbers, lists, and tuples
determined by the backend solver.

given, while constraints require all variables given during
evaluation. Inequalities are by definition constraints and, when
all variables are given, an equation is over-determined and
turns into a constraint. We refer to the set of both equations
and constraints as relations.
Charm DSL accepts different mathematically equivalent
forms of relations, so that different modelers with different
background expertise can write the math in the conventional
way of their own fields and use other models directly as they
are without rewriting.
The Charm DSL is strongly typed. The model abstraction
enforces explicit type declaration to make sure there are not
implicit assumptions about data types and domains across
models.
Charm abstracts the common structure of an analysis with
three keywords: given, assume and explore.
Before computation, given statement selects the model in
the analysis. If multiple models are selected, they are linked
together automatically by the interpreter. Full names of variables are used to connect each other across models.

Although in general, many algebra systems can be solved
without additional inputs, for computer architecture models,
at most times, some control quantities need to be given (e.g.,
design options like core size and system configurations like
cache associativity) in order to solve for the quantities under
investigation (e.g., speedup of a CMP). Keyword assume
serves such purpose by differentiating assignment equal signs
from mathematical equal signs inside model specification, i.e.,
assume statements are assignments much like in other programming languages while equations in model specification
are merely mathematical relationships which do not imply a
direction of data movement. Charm also constrains assume
statements to be assignment with constants, i.e., they can only
be used to express external inputs to the model rather than
defining additional relations outside of the model specification.
Charm supports both scalar and vector value assignments,
as well as random variable of commonly used distributions,
e.g., Gaussian Distribution.
Iteration is expressed in a Pythonic list-like syntax or
functions that generates a list, e.g., linspace, and assigned
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Fig. 4. Overview of Charm interpreter. The example system has 3 equations
(Eq1, Eq2 and Eq3), 1 constraint (Con1) and 5 variables in which c is
the iterative input. In this example, we are tying to explore the relationship
between e and c given a. The parser takes Charm source code and breaks it
into a set of types, a set of model definitions and a set of analysis statements.
Charm then links types, models and assignments in a dependency graph after
they go through the type checker. The graph then is fed to a function generator
and a symbolic solver to convert it into a functional graph. The optimizer
finally takes the functional graph and annotate it with hints for execution
before it finally gets evaluated and checked against model constraints.

to some input variable just like a normal assume statement
(e.g., Listing 1 Line 65). Charm handles iteration naturally
by selecting combinations of all iterative input values nonrepeatedly from their Cartesian space in a Gray code fashion.
Two special cases are: a), if two or more input variables
are dependent, they can be expressed like Python tuple assignment, e.g., assume (tech node, f req scaling f actor) =
[(45, 1.), (32, 1.09)] and b), if a variable is indexed, it can be
expressed using special “list” notation after its variable name,
e.g., assume L[] = [1, 2], which means L[0] = 1 and L[1] = 2.
These notations become handy when we write the quantum
models with Charm in Section IV-B.
Finally, an analysis is completed by specifying which quantities to solve for symbolically and evaluate using explore.
Charm exploits a data-flow centric approach and builds a
directed acyclic functional graph internally to propagate given
values through linked models to the final responsive variables
architects wish to explore.
Figure 2 gives the abstract syntax of Charm and Figure 3
formalizes the semantics.
B. Language Internals
In order to evaluate the models and optimize the evaluation
logic, Charm uses two data-flow graph structures internally to
represent and transform the computation. In this section, we
first define the core graph data structures and then describe
how we can perform type checking, function generation,
evaluation and optimization with these graph structure.
Dependency Graph. A dependency graph is a bipartite graph
G =< Vvar , Vrel , E >, where:
• Vvar is the variable node set in which every variable in
the selected models is a vertex.
• Vrel is the relation node set and Vrel = Veq ∪ Vcon , where
Veq is the set of vertices in which every equation in the
selected models is a vertex; Vcon is the set of vertices in
which every constraint in the selected models is a vertex.
• E is the set of edges and there exists an edge between
vertices in Vvar and Vrel if and only if the variable name
appears in the relation.
Functional Graph. A functional graph is a directed acyclic
dependency graph D in which:
• Every node in Vvar has at most 1 incoming edge, i.e., its
in-degree being 0 or 1.
• Every node in Veq has at most 1 outgoing edge, i.e., its
out-degree being 0 or 1.
• Every node in Vcon has no outgoing edge, i.e., its outdegree being 0.
Dependency graph building and static type checking. To
build the dependency graph from the models, Charm performs
a single scan over all relations in the models. It assigns a
variable node to every variables with a unique full name (including variables automatically generated by multi-instancing)
and an equation/constraint node to every equation/constraint.
When creating relation node, Charm creates an edge between

the equation/constraint node to a variable node if the variable
is used in the equation/constraint. Finally, Charm scans the
analysis statements and marks variable nodes being assigned
as input nodes.
Charm performs simple type checking both statically when
building the dependency graph after parsing and dynamically
when checking constraints at runtime. Static type checking is
done by tracking the variable names and types when building
the dependency graph. Each variable must be declared with
an explicitly defined type. If a variable name is used by
two or more relations, we check that their defined types are
identical (both base type and constraints associated). Charm
aborts execution and issues an error message for inconsistent
types.
Relation Multi-instancing. When building a dependency
graph, different variables sometimes follow the same mathematical relationships. An example is core per f ormance.big
and core per f ormance.small defined in Listing 2 Line 56. Both of them follow equation in Listing 1 Line 23 when
plugged in for evaluation. We discuss their physical meanings
later in Section IV-A, but they are essentially two variables
following the same mathematical relationship. We refer this
behavior as “relation multi-instancing” and use the dot notation (a variable name and a name extension concatenated by
dot, e.g., core area.big) to invoke multi-instancing. Charm internally creates variable nodes and relation nodes for multiple
instances with different name extensions. Figure 5 shows how
these nodes in the dependency graph are created. The model is
ill-defined if Charm fails to find extended input variables with
consistent name extensions or discovers inconsistent name
extension sets for different variables trying to invoke multiinstancing.
Functional graph building and function generation. After
building the dependency graph G, the function converter tries
to convert G into a functional graph F. If it can convert
successfully, there is a viable solution when all equations or
sets of equations can be solved and lambdified by the back-end
symbolic solver, and therefore the models can be evaluated by
Charm.
The function converter backtracks through G in a DFS
manner and tries to label all the edges with a direction
without introducing a conflict. A conflict occurs when an
equation node has more than one outgoing edges or when
an inequality node has any outgoing edge or when a variable node (excluding input nodes) does not have exact one
incoming edge. If there is a successful labeling of all edges,
Charm uses Sympy [25] as the back-end solver to convert all
equations and constraints (all inequalities and equation nodes
with an out-degree of 0 are considered as constraints at this
point) into callable functions with inputs being the variables
directly pointing to the equation/constraint and output being
the variable pointed at by the equation node. As part of
type checking, each variable node is also associated with
the constraint from its type. These type constraints are also
lambdified and evaluated during evaluation. The search space
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for conversion is in practice greatly reduced by the following
heuristics:
• All edges with one node being input node have fixed
direction (from the input node).
• All edges with one node being a dangling variable node
(variable node that has only one edge) have fixed direction
(to the variable node).
• All edges with one node being a constraint have fixed
direction (to the constraint node).
Cycle elimination. A functional graph F must be acyclic

in order to evaluate. However, when there are codependent 1 # Amdahl ’s Law under Asymmetric Multicore ( CmpM_U ).
equations, they form cycles. In case of a cycle, all equation 2 define AsymmetricAmdahl :
3
speedup : R+ as sp
nodes in the cycle must be solved altogether. We pass the 4
# here we need two types of perf , area , power
equations in a cycle to the solver at once and then replace the 5
core_performance .big : R+ as big_perf
core_performance . small : R+ as small_perf
cycle with pairs of function node and variable node, where 6
7
core_area .big : R+ as big_a
each pair is a mapping between all inputs to the cycle (a 8
core_area . small : R+ as small_a
dummy input node is created if there are no inputs from 9
core_power .big : R+ as big_power
core_power . small : R+ as small_power
other parts of the graph to the cycle) and one variable node 10
11
core_num : R+ as N
inside the cycle. Each function node generated by the cycle 12
chip_area : R+ as A
has one variable along the cycle as its output and all functions 13
thermal_design_power : R+ as TDP
fraction_parallelism : Fraction as F
generated by the cycle are from the same set of equations, only 14
15
dark_silicon_ratio : Fraction as R
with different variables as output. Figure 6 shows an example 16
sp = 1 / ((1 -F)/ big_perf + F/(N* small_perf +
of cycle elimination in F.
big_perf ))
17

N = min( floor ((A - big_a )/ small_a ),

Computational constraints. A special computational con- 18
floor (( TDP - big_power )/ small_power ))
R * A = A - (N * small_a + big_a )
straint is applied when building a functional graph: some 19
big_perf >= small_perf
mathematical operators are not reversible or have infinite 20
21
P
Q
solutions, such as
and , some are computationally hard 22 given ITRS , ExtendedPollacksRule , AsymmetricAmdahl
x
for the solver, like solving x in y = (a1/x )2 . For the non- 23 assume ref_core_performance .big= linspace (0 ,50 ,0.05)
ref_core_performance . small = linspace
reversible equation, its direction is fixed, i.e. its edges have 24 assume
(0 ,50 ,0.05)
fixed direction not subject to the function converter.
Evaluation and constraint checking. Once we have a viable
functional graph F, a feasible solution is to derive from all
input nodes and propagate the given values by traversing
F. Each following function/constraint node is transformed
using higher-order functions to “remember” propagated partial
values before all inputs are ready and it can be evaluated.

Listing 2.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Optimization. Oftentimes architects explore the relationship 7
between two variables by iterating over different input values. 8
One simple yet effective optimization is invariant hoisting. 109
With the functional graph structure, it is straightforward to 11
optimize for invariant in Charm. From each iterative variable
node, Charm simply traverse from that node, then all nodes
that cannot be reached from the iterative input nodes are
invariant to iteration over that input. In the simple illustrative
example in Figure 4, c is iterative and a, b, Fn1 are invariant
because there are not paths from c to them.
Each function node also caches a mapping table between
inputs and its output. Such memoization optimizes away
unnecessary re-computation over same set of input values.
IV. Case Studies
In this section, we demonstrate the application of Charm
using two case studies. In the first case study, we show
the benefits of Charm by extending the dark silicon analysis
with a different topology and a distribution of technology
scaling. We also compare the execution times with and without
optimization.
The second case study focuses more on the problem of
modeling a critical resource in fault-tolerant quantum computing and performs exploration with varying physical error rate.
Interestingly, when validating Charm results in the second case
study, Charm helps find inconsistent model definition errors,
which are silently propagated through by Mathematica [26]
and would have led to incorrect results.

Asymmetric model and the changes in code.

# Conservative scaling model (DevM).
define ConservativeScaling :
...
a = piecewise ((1. , t=45) ,
(1.10 ,
(1.19 , t=22) , (1.25 ,
(1.30 , t=11) , (1.34 ,
b = piecewise ((1. , t=45) ,
(0.71 ,
(0.52 , t=22) , (0.39 ,
(0.29 , t=11) , (0.22 ,

t=32) ,
t=16) ,
t=8))
t=32) ,
t=16) ,
t=8))

given ConservativeScaling , ExtendedPollacksRule ,
AsymmetricAmdahl
Listing 3.

Conservative scaling and the changes in code.

A. Dark Silicon and Beyond
Listing 2 highlights all the changes that we need to implement in Charm to model and switch the DSE from symmetric
topology to asymmetric. Note that in the asymmetric model,
“relation multi-instancing” comes in handy when expressing
two co-existing types of core. To switch the analysis, all we
need to do is to change the models that are given (Listing 2
Line 22) and provide values for two types of core instead of
one (Listing 2 Line 23-24). We also write a new constraint
(Listing 2 Line 20) to specify the fact that the big core should
have better performance than the small core.
It’s even simpler to switch from ITRS scaling predictions
to the conservative predictions [19]. Listing 3 shows all the
changes needed. Figure 7 plots the resulting scaling trends for
the asymmetric topology.
One interesting question one may ask is “what if the
actual technology scaling is somewhere in between the two
predictions?” We explore the design space with a distribution
of scaling factors. We use a Gaussian distribution for the
scaling factor, the mean of which being the average value

Optimal Core Count
Optimal Core Count

Optimal Core Count

Dark Silicon Ratio
Dark Silicon Ratio
Dark Silicon Ratio

Speedup
Speedup
Speedup

ITRS
Conservative
Uncertain

Fig. 7. Upper-bound scaling with asymmetric topology with tech node on x-axis. Note that the last figure of optimal core count has a linear-scale y-axis to
better demonstrate the variance. For clarity we only plot two regions in the uncertain scaling results, but the trends for other f values are similar.

between the two extremities and the standard deviation being 1
the difference between the mean and the extremities. Listing 4 2
3
shows the necessary changes in Charm code. It is important 4
that although Gaussian distribution is not bounded, the scaling 5
factors have a bounded domain. The type checking in Charm 6
makes sure that the scaling factors a and b operate only in their 7
defined domains (see Listing 1 Line 20-21), and the provided 8
Gaussian distribution is converted to a truncated Gaussian 9
10
distribution with the same mean and standard deviation within 11
Charm. From Figure 7, we can see that with the technology
scaling, the more parallel workload (with an f close to 1)
shows more sensitivity towards technology uncertainties while
the more serial workload is less sensitive to the changes in
the core performance and power. Another probably even more
interesting observation is that the optimal core count of the
most performant configuration becomes very uncertain once
we hit 11nm and beyond. The uncertainty grows sharply from
16nm to 11nm mainly because below 11nm, the CMP is
mainly area bounded, and since the area scaling is certain
(Listing 1 Line 25), it limits the amount of uncertainty that
gets propagated to the optimal core count. Meanwhile, when
the tech node scales to 11nm and beyond, the CMP becomes
power bounded and is extremely sensitive to the power
uncertainties propagated from the uncertainty of the power
scaling factor.
Figure 8 shows the actual functional graph generated by
Charm. In terms of execution performance, we compare

# Distributional scaling model (DevM).
define DistScaling :
...
a = piecewise ((1. ,t=45) ,( Gauss (1.095 ,0.005) ,t=32) ,
( Gauss (1.785 ,0.595) ,t=22) ,( Gauss (2.23 ,0.98) ,t=16) ,
( Gauss (2.735 ,1.435) ,t=11) ,( Gauss (2.595 ,1.255) ,t=8)
)
b = piecewise ((1. ,t=45) ,( Gauss (0.685 ,0.025) ,t=32) ,
( Gauss (0.53 ,0.01) ,t=22) ,( Gauss (0.385 ,0.005) ,t=16) ,
( Gauss (0.27 ,0.02) ,t=11) ,( Gauss (0.17 ,0.05) ,t=8))
given DistScaling , ExtendedPollacksRule ,
AsymmetricAmdahl
Listing 4.

Uncertain scaling and the changes in code.

Charm execution to an unoptimized baseline in which all
computation is re-done per iteration (no invariant hoisting
nor memoization). For ITRS or conservative scaling with
asymmetric topology (a design space of 150K design points),
full-blown Charm finishes on average within 120.5s, while the
unoptimized implementation uses 159.5s (1.3X speedup). For
the uncertain scaling with a MC sample size of 200 (1̃ million
design points), optimized Charm uses 1562.5s, and it takes
5703.1s for the baseline implementation (3.6X speedup) on a
single Intel i7 core at 3.3GHz to finish.
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Fig. 8. Functional graph generated by Charm for asymmetric dark silicon
model. Node labels correspond to line numbers in Charm source code. As we
present the asymmetric model code separately from the rest, plain numbers
correspond to lines in Listing 1, and numbers in parenthesis correspond to
lines in Listing 2. Numbers with prime (e.g., 21’) are cloned names/equations
generated by Charm from the same line of code.

B. Surface Code Error Corrected Quantum Application and
Architecture Co-optimization
In this section, a high level model for the resource overhead
for implementing magic state distillation on surface code [5]–
[7] is described and implemented within the Charm framework, which is used to pinpoint nontrivial interactions between
fundamental system parameters.
For this study, we focus primarily on the Bravyi-Haah
“3k + 8 → k” procedure [5] augmented with the blockcode protocol. By recursively stacking magic state distillation
protocols in a tree-like fashion, one can generate arbitrarily
high-fidelity magic states, which is required by a quantum
program [7]. The space required by one round of Bravyi-Haah
magic state distillation is given by the number of physical
qubits required to run the circuit. Using block code, the
procedure will consume (3k + 8)`−1 (6k + 14)d2 physical qubits,
where d is the surface code distance we are using.
Adding more factory capacity K results in more output
magic state capacity (higher effective rate). However this also
adds more components to the factory that may fail. In fact,
a magic state factory has a yield rate proportional to the
output capacity K that is caused by uncertainty in the success
probability of the underlying Bravyi-Haah protocol. This yield
rate scales as:
Koutput = k` ×

` 
Y

1 − (3k + 8)r


(1)

r=1
r

r

where r = (1 + 3k)2 −1 in2 , because each level of the process
results in incrementally higher fidelity (i.e., lower error rate).
Given a T gate request distribution D representing a pro-

gram, the number of iterations needed to distill is:
r
TX
peak
 √
t − sK 0 
0
s· K +
· R · Lcp · D[t],
(2)
2
t=0
j k
where s = Kt 0 , and R = 7d+15
24d` . All of these equations combine
to form a high level space-time estimate of the resources
required to execute a quantum application on a machine with
a specified magic state distillation factory architecture.
Using Charm, we are able to analyze the underlying sensitivity of different magic state factory architectures to variations
in the underlying error rate of the physical system. We examine
two different design cases, one where the factory is designed
assuming a 10−3 error rate, and one assuming a 10−5 error
rate. Figure 9 illustrates that while the time-optimal factory
does show a lower expected space-time volume, it also shows
significantly higher uncertainty and spreads in performance
values over the space-optimal factory. This design point clearly
motivates that quantifying the uncertainty of a physical device
is necessary to lead to risk-optimal system designs that perform well on a given system.
Charm is able to discover and quantify this trend with
minimum effort, and allows for a quantitative analysis to be
performed on these designs that will aid the construction of
physical systems. Additionally, implementing this high level
performance model in Charm allows for validation and more
domain-specific error catching that previous implementations
in Mathematica has been unable to catch. Specifically, a
previous implementation has an incorrect parameter passed
into a distance calculation function that Mathematica allowed
to flow through. Charm is able to detect this error, warns that
the models cannot be connected properly which helped correct
the results of the model.
V. Related Work
A. Closed-form Architecture Models
Many of the recently developed high-level analytical models
are conceptually inherent from the well known Amdahl’s
Law [27], which is often expressed as a closed-form performance model of parallel programs. The most well studied
derivative is the multicore performance model by Hill and
Marty [17]. A long line of research work using extensions
of their closed-form model focus on different aspects of
the system, including application [28], communication and
synchronization [29], [30], energy and power consumption [4],
[31], heterogeneity [11], [32], chip reliability [33], architectural risk [16] and so on. Our language consumes these models
and provides a systematic way to establish new high-level
models either by constructing new equations and constraints
or reusing those from the above models.
Another set of analytical performance model is built directly
from the mechanisms of the specific system [8], [9], [34]–
[42]. These models usually rely on some simulations/hardware
counter to collect the necessary inputs to their core closedform equations. Our language can also express and manage
these equations. Empirical modeling [43]–[51] is also used to
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l = 2, K=50

l = 2, K=50

Fig. 9. Factories designed with an implied low physical error rate only require concatenation up to ` = 1 level, while more pessimistic factories require
` = 2. While larger factories with K = 50 consistently show lower mean space-time consumption, they also suffer from large performance uncertainty when
the assumed design error rate varies.

discover correlation between two or more architectural quantities. They can usually be expressed as parametrized equations
in closed-form, the resulting models of such empirical methods
can also be managed by and benefit from Charm.
B. Systems and Languages Supporting Analytical Modeling
There exist systems and languages that support structured
analytical modeling. Modelica [52] supports multi-domain analytical modeling with an emphasis on object-oriented model
composition, but the connection of models need to be explicitly dictated and the design space exploration require user
intervention, while Charm is more restricted and thus able
to automatically link models and generate exploration loops.
Aspen [53] provides a DSL to express application and an
abstract machine organization in order to model performance.
Palm [54] utilizes source code annotation to build analytical
model for the application. LSE [55] is a fully concurrentstructural modeling framework designed to maximize reusability of components. There are also many other works in the field
of HPC for automatic performance modelling extracting [56]–
[58]. Most of these languages and systems serve a different
purpose of expressing mapping between performance/power
model and specific detailed application/architecture and are not
well-suited for high-level analytical design space exploration.
While Charm is tailored for structured yet flexible exploration
of the interactions between architectural variables as well as
their ramifications at a high level. There are also a few systems
exploiting the power of symbolic execution for modeling [16],
[20], but Charm provides more capabilities around formalizing, checking and evaluating the models. There also exits
a tool [59] of the same name CHARM (Chip-architecture
Planning Tool) which uses a knowledge-based scheme to ease
high-level synthesis.
The internals of Charm resemble some of the data-flow centered programming languages in the field of incremental/reactive programming [60]–[64] but differ in that Charm is highly
restrictive. The restrictiveness means that Charm is more of
a modeling language rather than a programming language,
i.e., Charm does not support general purpose structures like
loops and function calls but supports a malleability useful for
exploration (e.g., reversing input/output dependencies).
VI. Conclusion
Computer architecture is a rapidly evolving field. Complex and intricately interacting constraints around energy,
temperature, performance, cost, and fabrication create a web

of relationships. As we move toward more heterogeneous
and accelerator-heavy techniques, our understanding of these
relationships is more fundamental to the process of design
and evaluation than ever before. Already today we are seeing
machine learning [65], cryptography [66], and other fields
attempting to pull architectural analysis into their own work –
sometimes introducing serious bugs along the way. Architecture is now a field that is expected to make scientific statements
connecting nanoscale device details to the largest warehouse
scale computers and everything in between. Spanning these
11 orders of magnitude will require more complex analytic
approaches to be used in tandem with the traditional simulation
and prototyping tools that computer architects have long relied
on.
Charm provides domain specific language support for architecture modeling in a way that leads to more flexible,
scalable, shareable, and correct analytic models. While our language already supports symbolic restructuring, memoization,
hoisting, and several optimization and consistency checks,
Charm is merely the first step towards a more powerful and
useful modeling language for computer architects. It is easy to
imagine other useful additions in the future such as checks on
the consistency of physical types (e.g., nJ versus pJ errors) or
back-ends connecting models to non-linear optimizers. Most
importantly though, by giving the sets of mutually dependent
architectural relationships a common language, Charm along
with the collection of established models have the potential
to enable more complete and precise specification, easier
composition, more through checking, and (most importantly)
broader reuse and sharing of complex analytic models. Looking forward we see that tools such as this hold significant
promise in enabling more collaborative and community driven
efforts that make our best thinking on the future of architecture
more readily and easily accessible to all that are interested.
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